MICHAEL ALAN TATE
Consultant | Coach | Author
Helping Business Leaders Navigate Career Transitions

CONSULTANT AND COACH
Michael, Mike as his friends call him, works with successful executives,
entrepreneurs, and technical professionals who are seeking a simple actionfocused plan to effectively manage a career transition, keep your team on the
same page and prepare for leadership succession.
With over 20 years experience as a career consultant and strategist, Mike knows

PERSONAL BACKGROUND

that busy people want to navigate the murky waters of transition as quickly and
effectively as possible. Drawing on his own experience, Mike has developed a
unique consulting method in which he helps each of his clients create a powerful
one-page plan incorporating prioritized actions and accountability’s ---all in just
24 hours.

AUTHOR & PODCASTER
He is the founder and president of On the Same Page Consulting and an Amazon
best-selling author. He has published three books: Design life that Works, which
teaches how to design a plan to balance business, career, family and faith on the
same page. Mike’s second book, The White Shirt- is a business parable with steps
on how to make successful career move. His latest book Roll Up Your Sleevesliving and leading in a world of constant change was released in Spring 2020. His
blog is called the Leadership and Life Journal, which is a series of very brief
stories ending with a practical application.
Mike’s podcast is "Small-time Leaders”. It is a 10-minute interview of an
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accomplish business leader who share stories about a person who did or said a
small thing that was so pivotal that it changed them forever. Mike is an avid
outdoorsman, active Rotarian and extra proud five- time grandfather.
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Career:
Career challenges people face today and how to beat the system and win.
Unconventional approach to make a career move that works 85% of the time.
Simple steps to building a life-giving career inside your current organization.

Transition:
Knowing that change is not transition is key to your success.
Things a leader needs do and not do when change catches you off guard.
Why you need a 40-day transition plan and how to implement it.

Leadership:
It’s a small world after all- Small-time leaders that made a big difference in the world.
Keys I haven’t lost yet- the best leadership principles are the ones you already know.
Lessons from the field- Leadership secrets from a life with my bird dogs.

